
 

The dynamic team of interior design professionals,  
Harriet Cochran Treitz and Suzanne Wallace Whayne  

have a mission to bring life  
and expertise into every design project they embark on.

2424 Frankfort Ave  
Louisville Kentucky 40206 

Office: 502.709.4656  
tandwinteriors.com 

e: help@tandwinteriors.com 

Twitter @Treitz&Whayne 
Facebook: Treitz & Whayne Interior Design 

Treitz & Whayne Interiors
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Our History 
Long time friends and comrades, Harriet 
Cochran Treitz and Suzanne Wallace Whayne 
cultivated their friendship working together 
on many charity events,  and interacting 
socially in Louisville, Kentucky.  These 
kindred souls first shared their love of 
interior design as in this realm of charitable 
giving, and design and fabric shows. Then, 
after traveling the world to acquire eclectic 
pieces for clients and their personal 
collections, the friends then decided to 
embark on a journey of an interior design 
firm, namely, Treitz & Whayne Interior 
Design. 
This dynamic team brings a level of savvy,  
life, knowledge and savior faire to any design 
project.  Whether their customer is looking for a classic and austere interior, a fun family farm house 
or a chic modern penthouse look, the studio is adept to handle any wish for their clientele. 

“ It is vitally important to us as a design team to bring energy and life into our 
client’s homes to fit their lifestyle, whilst reflecting the personality of our work,  

and that goes hand in hand with creating great design.”      
                                                                      ~ Harriet Treitz, HCT Design Studio



 

Designs by  
Harriet Cochran Treitz 



 

Harriet Cochran Treitz

Harriet Cochran Treitz is a dynamic 
interior designer who was literally born 

into her trade, possessing years of 
experience and a natural given talent to 

create gorgeous spaces. 

It's all about color when the room 
or project is completed. Giving 
110% to define the complete look 
that lasts for years beyond its time. 
There is nothing new under the sun; 
only refocused or directed. It is 
always your look, with my mark."

- Harriet Treitz

 Harriet Cochran Treitz is a Louisville 
Kentucky native with deep roots in 
classic design, art, architecture and 
craftsmanship. Her familial history lends 
to her work, as it is her given talent.  

Coming from a family with southern 
roots, her Grandmother’s life was used 
as a model in the book series “The Little 
Colonel” by Annie Fellows Johnston. 
Based on the lives of Hattie Cochran 
Dick, and her grandfather, George 
Washington Weissinger, who was in fact, 
a Confederate colonel.  
  
Harriet’s colorful familial past and 
eccentric tree lends to her unique 
design capabilities. Mrs. Treitz was 
literally born into design, as her Mother, 
Mary Tyler “Ming” Dick, was an 
esteemed interior designer and 
possessed an artistic background 
spanning all mediums of the arts. Mary 
Tyler (“Ming”) Dick was the art chairman 
of the Junior League and  formed the 
Louisville Children’s Theatre. Her 
Father, Albert was an architect and 
developed much of the city of St. 
Matthews, Kentucky.  

Her talents were a birthright as she was 
always surrounded with color, art and 
architecture.  She has honed her talents 
as a designer with the Louisville firm of 
Bittner’s , and then proceeding to help 
build the entity of the Lee W. Robinson 
Company for nearly a decade.  

Her works have spanned from a modern 
chic penthouse apartment in an city 
setting with fabulous views, to ever 
classic traditional homes and living 
spaces of all genres in between. She 
boasts a vast history with hands on 
creation of interiors full of life, energy 
and the client’s needs and wishes. 

Harriet Cochran Treitz embodies all that 
is important to create wonderful living 
spaces for any lifestyle.  
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Suzanne Wallace Whayne creates living 
spaces that transcend through the 

client’s lifestyle needs, whilst respecting 
the space.  

"First and foremost is the 
happiness of the client. By creating 
something that is uniquely their 
own, and in a timeless manner. A 
space that defines you, and only 
you."

- Suzanne Whayne

Suzanne Wallace Whayne

Suzanne Wallace Whayne brings her love of 
the arts full circle with the creation of 

 “Suzanne Wallace Whayne Interior Design” 

From childhood, Suzanne has been a natural at 
cultivating her talents across all mediums of 
the arts. A Louisville, Kentucky native, 
Suzanne was born to live and breathe the arts, 
and attended the Youth Performing Arts 
School. From there, she received a musical 
theatre scholarship, which took her Los 
Angeles. She loved the arts scene and 
embraced the LA spirit, singing and performing 
with numerous productions and artists.  Her 
creative talents took her bicoastal between LA 
and then New York.  In between her jet 
setting,  she would visit family at home, and 
on one trip, met her Louisvillian husband.  

Living and working in both major cities, 
Suzanne’s artistic talents came even more to 
life as she created lovingly splendid homes for 
her family and friends alike. Through bicoastal 
living and her life journey she has traveled 
extensively, thus her eye for design and 
creating eclectic spaces has flourished.  

Whether she was working on a penthouse in 
the bustling NYC scene or a coastal retreat in 
California, Mrs. Whayne has developed and 
international flair pulling inspiration from the 
uniquely different living environments she has 
encountered.  And continues to embrace with 
many projects that add to the vast range of 
her work. 

Her portfolio boasts interiors that match many 
facets of what design is all about, but in a 
unique way.  The dynamic vision carries 
through with a recipe of masculine and 
feminine fusion, coupled with a respect for 
the space at hand. The balance lies also with a 
mix of modern, transition, midcentury to 
classic or Victorian, any genre is not out of 
reach for this esteemed talent in her trade.  

Suzanne Wallace Whayne is creating an 
interior design world that has such diverse 
works,  
she is and will be a force to be reckoned with 
as she emerges on the scene with passion and 
talent.  
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